This poster shows how the online professional skills course enhances the student experience. Data, captured in 2016/17, includes:
- Engagement numbers
- Online evaluation results
- Focus group findings

The course covers the following topics:
- Developing Aberdeen Graduate Attributes
- Equality and Diversity
- Health, Safety and Well-being

**Introduction**

The course is an online professional skills course for level 1 students. It is run by the Careers Service at the University of Aberdeen. The course aims to enhance the student experience by providing high-quality interactive materials and building self-evaluation into the course.

**Building self-evaluation into the course**

- **98%** of students agreed or strongly agreed that they had met the course learning outcomes post-course.

**High quality interactive materials**

- Maximising the learning experience
- It has built my confidence to pursue and achieve my goals
- It was a great opportunity to help get you thinking about your personal development and ways you can get fully immersed in university culture

**Ensuring maximum participation and engaging the unengaged**

- **2374** students completed the course in 2016-17
- **87%** of eligible students

**Student goal setting**

- **93%** of students reported they had taken at least one action as a result of completing the course

**Prescribing the course**

- **45%** researched opportunities to get involved in co- and extra-curricular activities
- **44%** started working towards developing further skills and Aberdeen Graduate Attributes
- **40%** started to keep a record of their skills, activities, and achievements
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